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Regular readers know that the government shutdown is caused by bad policies supported by
both parties, including out-of-control military boondoggles.

We wouldn’t be in this crisis of hitting the debt ceiling in the first place if we hadn’t spent so
much money on unnecessary wars … which are horrible for the economy.

But  it  goes  far  beyond  actual  fighting.   We  could  easily  slash  the  military  and  security
budget  without  reducing  our  national  security.

For example, homeland security agencies wasted money on seminars like “Did Jesus Die for
Klingons Too?” and training for a “zombie apocalypse” instead of actually focusing on anti-
terror efforts.

Republican Senator Tom Coburn notes that the Department of Defense can reduce $67.9
billion over 10 years by eliminating the non-defense programs that have found their way
into the budget for the Department of Defense.

BusinessWeek and Bloomberg point  out  that  we could  slash military  spending without
harming  our  national  security.  Specifically,  we  could  slash  boondoggles  that  even  the
generals  don’t  want:

A devastating series by our colleagues at Bloomberg News shows that “the
defense budget contains hundreds of billions of dollars for new generations of
aircraft carriers and stealth fighters, tanks that even the Army says it doesn’t
need and combat vehicles too heavy to maneuver in desert sands or cross
most bridges in Asia, Africa, or the Middle East.”

BusinessWeek also notes that redundancy wastes a lot of money:

“One need only spend 10 minutes walking around the Pentagon or any major
military  headquarters  to  see  excess  and  redundancy,”  former  Defense
Secretary Robert Gates said in September at an event organized by the Center
for  Strategic  &  International  Studies  in  Washington.  He  should  know.  As
defense chief in 2009, he culled 20 weapons systems he thought unnecessary
or  too  expensive,  including  the  F-22  fighter.  One  place  to  start  thinning  the
bureaucracy:  the  staff  of  the  Joint  Chiefs  of  Staff.  That  office  has  more  than
tripled in manpower, to 4,244 in 2012 from 1,313 in 2010, according to the
Pentagon’s annual manpower report. (Fewer bureaucrats means fewer memos
and fewer meetings. Win-win-win.)
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Business Week provides a list of cost-cutting measures which will not undermine national
security. American Conservative does the same.

So why doesn’t Congress trim the fat? Because politicians want to bring home the pork. As
BusinessWeek notes:

Why is  sensible  military  budgeting  so  difficult?  Because  lawmakers,  including
small-government Republicans, protect defense business in their home states
with the ferocity of  Spartans.  Even if  the Pentagon offered up the cuts we’ve
outlined here, Congress would almost certainly reject them. The senators and
representatives don’t have the political courage to face voters and tell them
that the republic simply does not need the weapon under construction in their
hometown.

American Conservative reports:

The cuts to the Pentagon budget will be only 7% or some $40+ billion, not the
$500 billion they bandy about! Anyone who confuses the (unlikely) ten year cut
with next year’s cut is just promoting lies. A good example is the Wall Street
Journal editorial, “The Coming Defense Crackup,” warning that the cuts would
create the smallest navy since 1914. It intentionally confuses next year’s cut
with the consequences of 10 year cuts. [In reality, the size of the proposed
sequestration cuts aren’t really that big.]

Ok, but when every smart bomb and missile hits its target, why does one need
as many shells as the old battleships where most shots missed? During the
Korean war the Air Force tried futilely for months to bomb a bridge over the
Yalu River. Today destroying a bridge takes one cruise missile from a hundred
miles  away.  In  Washington  we  find  all  the  big  media  opposed  to  cutting
defense spending, waste and all, even the Washington Post. Politico, usually a
leftist paper, publishes articles also intentionally confusing 10 years of cuts
with a one year cut. Today’s congressmen can’t oblige future congresses on
what they will spend; defense apologists use the 10-year number to try to stop
the sequestration for one year, 2013. All the big Washington newspapers are
full of costly ads from defense contractors.

Of course, this just scratches the surface.

In reality, the military wastes and “loses” (cough) trillions of dollars.  See this, this, this, this,
this, this, this, this, this, this, this and this.

The former Secretary of Defense acknowledged in May 2012 that the DOD “is the only major
federal agency that cannot pass an audit today.”  The Pentagon will not be ready for an
audit for another five years, according to Panetta.

Billions In Wasted Defense Spending Are Continuing During Government Shutdown

If  you assume that the waste in defense spending has stopped during the government
shutdown, you’d be wrong.

Top military and constitutional law expert Jonathan Turley noted yesterday:

We recently saw how [American politicians and military personnel] prefer to
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deliver bags of money to Karzai, buy Russian aircraft that Afghans can’t fly or
maintain, or build huge buildings to be then torn down unused. Of course, no
one is ever fired for constructing massive buildings that no one wants only to
tear them down. After all, these are contracts going to powerful companies
with friends in the government. Now, we buying huge planes at $50 million a
pop only to roll them directly from the factories into mothballs because no one
wants them. To make this  even more incomprehensible,  we are not  even
making the cargo planes. Like the Russian helicopters that the Afghans cannot
fly,  we  are  buying  the  cargo  planes  from Italy  .  .  .  and  we  are  continuing  to
order more as we struggle to find places to dump them.

The dozen Italian-built  C-27J  Spartans  have been shipped to  an Air  Force
facility  in  Arizona  dubbed  “the  boneyard.”  We  are  ordering  five  more,  which
are expected to be immediately sent with the others into mothballs. The Air
Force has spent $567 million on 21 of the planes which will join some 4,400
other aircraft and 13 aerospace vehicles at the boneyard — more than $35
billion of unused airplanes.

Why order planes to be immediately mothballed? Ohio’s senators, Democrat
Sherrod Brown and Republican Rob Portman wanted them to give a mission for
Mansfield Air National Guard Base and to save 800 jobs. So we will spend $567
million to save 800 jobs. Wouldn’t it have been easier to give half a million to
each of their constituents and save the rest of the money?

Of course, with citizens rising up against the latest effort of the Administration
and Congress to intervene in another war, we could have a pile up of unused
weapons . . . until we find a use for them.

(Even in the middle of the government shutdown, the CIA is ramping up covert training
program for Syrian rebels.)

Ralph Nader points out this week:

Now seems like an ideal time to turn the attention to the $716 billion elephant
in the room. If we are going to shutdown non-essentials in our country, let us
start by shutting down the waste and fraud in our military budget.

And former FBI translator Sibel Edmonds wrote yesterday:

To give you an idea I am going to provide a few examples:

Afghanistan gets around $7 Billion= $7,000,000,000. Now, don’t mistake this
for our money spent on our war in Afghanistan. That’s in the trillions of dollars.
That’s a separate deal. No, this money goes to Afghanistan’s government –
known for being crooks, criminals, heroin dealers, and terrorist breeders. ***

Of course Israel gets quite a lion’s share. That goes without saying. They get
nearly $3 billion=$3,000,000,000, in military aid and another large sum as
financial  aid  for  …well,  let’s  put  aside  all  the  diplomacy  and  political
correctness and call a duck a duck: They get all the military and foreign aid so
that they can turn around and spend those dollars through their  powerful
network and lobby here, to make sure we are all screwed up in developing and
implementing our  foreign policy…. They get  all  those billions of  dollars  in
foreign and military aid, come over here, get us into wars so that we go spend
trillions of additional dollars in wars ….
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Egypt gets its $1 billion of our tax money for … for what? Thank God it’s been
in the news lately so even the mass ignoramus population in our nation is able
to have an idea: guns and bullets to kill political dissenters, tanks and tear gas
to be used against civilians, helicopters to fire at civilians below … bring about
a coup de tat, and then bring about another one …Okay, so that one we get.
We know what they use our money and military equipment for. No brainer. ***

Pakistan gets more or less $1 Billion. They get military aid to make sure they
create desirable conditions so that our military can send its drones out there
and bomb the hell out of them every day.

***

So, yes. Our government, somehow, amazingly, has plenty of money, thanks to
its limitless money printing authority with zero oversight or accountability.
They have trillions to spend on target practice, killing, butchering, torturing,
kidnapping. They have billions and billions to spend on spying on you and just
messing around with you and me for the heck of it-too much printed money
gives them that luxury,  you know. And of  course,  as we see, they’ve got
billions of dollars to give crooks, criminals, tyrants, despots, heroin dealers and
producers, terrorists, terrorist supporters …

The next time around when our government tells you we are miserably broke,
believe them. It’s a no brainer: we are a broke nation. However, don’t let them
give you bullsh.. about where they’re going to cut and snip to make ends meet.
Do not let them tell you we must go on this way, and just keep printing the
green in order to survive. Give them the amount in trillions spent on wars and
target practice-shooting around the world.

Point to the billions of dollars yearly given to despots, torturers, criminals, and
human  target  practice  fields.  Show  them  the  hundreds  of  millions  of  dollars
wasted by unaccountable agencies every single month. Just question, demand,
and insist. Show that you matter and count. For once!
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